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Student Activity 1

Adding -ed and -ing

Name: __________________________ Date: _______________________________

Read each sentence. Add the appropriate ending (-ed or -ing) to the word in parentheses to complete 
the sentence. Write the past tense form or the past participle form on the line.

1. Phillipe ____________________ good-bye to his children as they left for school. (wave) 

2. Kiki is ____________________ to throw a huge graduation party. (plan)

3. She ____________________ the invitations for the party yesterday. (mail)

4. An earthquake is ____________________ the house. (shake)

5. Are you ____________________ on the remote control? (sit)

6. When I asked Charlotte about the keys, she just ____________________. (shrug)

7. This morning, I ____________________ five miles. (jog)

8. The bookshelf fell over when I ____________________ on it. (lean)

9. Terry ____________________ the box as if it were as light as a feather. (lift)

10. I ____________________ the groceries on the counter. (place)

11. I am ____________________ the counter clean because I accidentally spilled some juice. (wipe)

12. The little girl was ____________________ into the room from behind a curtain. (peek)
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Student Activity 1

Adding -ed and -ing (Answer Key)

Read each sentence. Add the appropriate ending (-ed or -ing) to the word in parentheses to complete 
the sentence. Write the past tense form or the past participle form on the line.

1. Phillipe waved good-bye to his children as they left for school. (wave) 

2. Kiki is planning to throw a huge graduation party. (plan)

3. She mailed the invitations for the party yesterday. (mail)

4. An earthquake is shaking the house. (shake)

5. Are you sitting on the remote control? (sit)

6. When I asked Charlotte about the keys, she just shrugged. (shrug)

7. This morning, I jogged five miles. (jog)

8. The bookshelf fell over when I leaned on it. (lean)

9. Terry lifted the box as if it were as light as a feather. (lift)

10. I placed the groceries on the counter. (place)

11. I am wiping the counter clean because I accidentally spilled some juice. (wipe)

12. The little girl was peeking into the room from behind a curtain. (peek)
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Student Activity 2

Adding -ed and -ing Word Cards

asking blinking braided

dotted hopping jogged

leaned lifted liked

mailed making named

peeking pinning placed

planning shaking shrugged

sitting waved wiping

Name: __________________________ Date: _______________________________
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Student Activity 3
Name: __________________________ Date: _______________________________

Read, Cover, Remember, Spell 

Read, Cover, Remember Spell

asking

blinking

braided

dotted

hopping

jogged

leaned

lifted

liked

mailed

making

named

peeking

pinning

placed

planning

shaking

shrugged

sitting

waved

wiping
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Student Activity 4
Name: __________________________ Date: _______________________________

Which Is the Correct Word?

Circle the word in each group that is said by the teacher and is spelled correctly.

1. liftd liftted lifted
2. liked likeed likked
3. asked asking askked
4. mailled maild mailed
5. pining pinning pineing
6. making makking maked
7. lean leaned leanned
8. wipeing wipping wiping
9. braid braided braidded
10. shruged shrugged shrugd

Write each bonus word said aloud by the teacher.

11. __________________

12. __________________
 
13. __________________
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